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The Earth Shall Be Full of the Knowledge of the Lord as the Waters Cover the Sea.—Isa. xi. 9.
"Some trust in chariots and some in horses; but we will remember the name of the Lord our God."—Psa. xx. 7.
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Boy and Man.

The old philosopher who said that
the greatest respect was due to boys,
because they would some day be men,
was right as this odd incident illustrates. We take it from "Success:"
A few years ago, while Robert
Stewart was Governor of Missouri, a
steamboat man was brought in from
the penitentiary as an applicant for a
pardon. He was a large, powerful
fellow, and when the Governor looked
at him he seemed strangely affected.
He scrutinized him long and closely.
Finally he signed the document that
restored the prisoner to liberty. Before he handed it to him he said:
"You will commit some other crime,
and be in the penitentiary again, I
fear."
The man solemnly promised that he
would not. The Governor looked
doubtful, mused a few minutes, and
said:
"You will go back again on the
river and be mate again I suppose?"
The man replied that he would.
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"Well, I want you to promise me
that when you are mate again you will
never take a billet of wood in your
hand and drive a sick boy out a bunk
to help you load your boat on a stormy
night."
The man said he would not and asked what the Governor meant by asking him such a question.
The Governor replied:
"Because some day that boy may
become a Governor, and you may
want him to pardon you for a crime.
One dark stormy night many years
ago, you stopped your boat on the
Mississippi river to take on a load of
wood. There was a boy on board who
was working his passage from New
Orleans to St. Louis, but he was sick
of fever and was lying in a bunk. You
had plenty of men to do the work,
but you went to that boy with a stick
of wood in your hand and drove him
with blows and curses out into the
wretched night, and kept him toiling
like a slave until the load was completed.
"I was that boy. Here is your pardon. Never again be guilty of such
brutality."
The man, cowering and hiding his
face, went out without a word.
What a noble revenge that was, and
what a lesson to a bully.
Believing in t h e H o l y Spirit.

Are not the present grade of Christian character and the present apathy
of the church evidence that Christians
have no very distinct conception of
the personality, the office and the work
of the Holy Ghost? A living belief
in the Divine Spirit implies a corresponding elevation of character. Is
there not such a thing as mistaking
privilege for attainment, and of imagining that we are what we know we
ought to be, simply because we know
it. There is a simple truth in morals
which a man might master without
the aid of the Holy Ghost. There
are plenty of good reasons for being
honest in our dealings, for avoiding
gambling, for economizing time, for
being careful to tell the truth, and for
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keeping clear of those evils which
finally bring their own punishment.
These reasons would have weight with
considerate people, even were there
no Holy Ghost, and no such event as
Pentecost had ever occurred. Nature
has her lessons in ethics, and we need
not neglect them. But can we believe the gospel and be content with
the ethics of nature? Is there not a
deeper, purer, nobler code to which
the Spirit gives birth, that passes far
beyond the mere negation of the vigorous forms of wickedness to those
potent, positive and practical fruits
of character which in their total we
call religion?
It is the Spirit that quickeneth.
He does not merely prescribe. He
transforms. He does not only forbid
evil. He prescribes the most positive
forms of good. He does not only destroy the power of evil. He produces an atmosphere of piety and
righteousness. He assures by the assertion of his perpetual presence. He
makes the feeble strong; the melancholy cheerful; the phlegmatic fervent; the irascible gentle; the timid
unflinching; by spiritual transformations, as clear to the experience as
they are exalted in character.
There is no great mystery here, except as it is mysterious to those, who
have never known the experience of
the indwelling. A man who has
once heard within his own soul the
voice of the Holy Ghost may be subdued and reverent, but he is no longer
mystified. Why should it be thought
a thing incredible that God can speak
into the soul for the regulation of the
life? To believe in the Holy Ghost
is to have his power manifesting itself
in the life and conduct, and making
the character meet for the Master's
kingdom.—Selected.
Truly they who know still know
nothing, if the strength of love be
not theirs; for the true sage is not
he who sees, but he who, seeing the
farthest, has the deepest love for
mankind. He who sees without loving is only straining his eyes in the
darkness.—Maeterlinck.
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EDITORIAL.
A Reasonable Interpretation.
T h e Apostle Paul recognized t h e
importance of "rightly dividing the
word of t r u t h " and instructed Timothy
in regard to the matter, saying, " S t u d y
to shew thyself approved unto God,
* * * * rightly dividing the word of
truth."
A paper that comes to our table
makes use of a saying by Terence—
" S o many men so many minds. Every
man in his own way," a n d when a boy
at school we often wrote, " M a n y men
of many minds, many birds of many
kinds." Possibly in no way is this
truth more evident than in the interpretation of Scripture. Of course it
is every one's privilege to explore for
himself and interpret as he understands, b u t we notice that there is
much interpretation which to a degree
is strained and fanciful. O n e who has
had some experience in Bible study
and interpretation says, " A good rule
in Bible study on any subject is never
to base any doctrine on a passage
which is of doubtful
interpretation,
and a Scripture of doubtful interpretation should never be used to break
the force of a strong one."
Take up almost any subject of
Scripture and discuss it and we find
that men have different understanding about it. Considering, then these
variations of understanding and interpretation, and we admit that different minds may honestly differ in their
understanding, we need carefully to
avaid being dogmatic, but have large
charity and forbearance.
Perhaps the subject of most acute
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controversy at present with which we
come in contact is that of sanctification. T h e r e are the strong advocates
of the second work theory, while
others are j u s t as strongly entrenched
on the opposite theory, a n d as we see
it, both are apt to do violence to Scripture in their advocacy of their side.
Possibly n o other Scripture comes
more into controversy in this connection than the seventh chapter of R o mans. Both sides interpret it so as to
establish what they contend for, and
in their zeal strain the word to some
extent to establish their side.
T o u s there seems t o be a reasonable interpretation of this chapter
which does n o violence to the language
of the Apostle a n d is in accord with
other parts of the Scripture. A very
plain and reasonable interpretation we
find given by G. Campbell M o r g a n in
Record of Christian Work, April,
1903, number. Commenting on this
chapter from verse 7 t o 25, he s a y s :
H e r e begins one of t h e great personal and experimental passages of
the Pauline writings.
T h e pronouns change from t h e plural to the
singular. I n all t h e preceding a r g u ment he h a s been dealing with general
doctrines. H e now illustrates them
in his own case, gathering u p and
illustrating in this great passage, the
facts concerning h u m a n life, dealt
with heretofore, and preparing the
way for the great contrast of the passage that is to follow. T h e whole of
the seventh chapter gives us a picture
of t h e religious experience of P a u l up
to the time of his meeting with Christ.
I t deals with his condition before law,
his experience at the coming of law,
and his subsequent experience under
law.
T h e first two are dealt with in
verses 7 to 13. Notice two statements:
" I was alive apart from the law once,"
" T h e commandment came. . . .and I
died." W h e n was the Apostle alive
apart from the law, a n d when did the
commandment come, so that he died?
T h e only answer to these questions
that satisfies the full argument of the
chapter is that when he speaks of having been alive apart from the law, he
refers to those days of his infancy
and childhood, in which without consciousness of t h e law, there was n o
consciousness of sin, and he was living the life that was without any sense
of distance between himself and God.
Whatever powers or possibilities of
evil were there, they were not in wilful
and active operation, and therefore he
was alive apart from the law. T h e n
came the dawn of t h e consciousness
of law, with the startling revelation to
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him of the fact that he was a sinner.
" T h e commandment came, sin revived,
I died." I n the whole passage the
Apostle carefully tells u s what particular commandment it was that
brought home to him this sense of sin.
H e seems t o have been able to count
himself blameless while nine words
of the decalogue spoke their message
to his conscience, but when the tenth
was uttered, " T h o u shalt not covet,"
he discovered at last a point at which
he was violating the Divine commandment, a n d so he died. I n childhood he
lived without consciousness of law or
sin. W h e n at last the age of responsibility came, and he passed the requirements of law, he discovered his
sin. H e is careful to add that the
law did n o t cause his death or make
him a sinner. I t revealed his condition, a n d brought him to consciousness thereof.
Verses 14 to 25. T h e experience
is now of a m a n seeking the highest
as a devout Hebrew, and yet refusing
to be satisfied with externalities, telling, in all the blunt horror of it, t h e
story of his own inner life, "sold under
sin." H e r e is a double experience in
the life of one man, doing hated things,
and by his very hatred of them consenting to the goodness of t h e law
which forbids them, that is, to refer
to his own illustrations, the case of
being t h e bond-servant of sin, and of
violating the covenant of law. Because he is living in the flesh, no good
thing is possible. T h e will t o do the
good is with him, but not the power.
Yea, he even declares that his delight
is in t h e law of God, but because of
the principle of sin, which masters
him, he is unable to obey. Terrible indeed is t h e condition, so terrible that
he breaks out in that cry that tells the
whole story of his inner consciousness.
T o understand that cry aright, the exultant note must be omitted from verse
25 a n d then verses 24 a n d 25 read in
connection " W r e t c h e d m a n that I a m !
who shall deliver me from the body of
this death ? . . . . So then I of myself
with the mind, indeed, serve the law
of G o d ; b u t with the flesh the law of
sin."
While thus t h e Apostle writes the
words which reveal the agony of his
past condition, he writes them from his
present sense of victory and deliverance, and so parenthetically answers
his question, " W h o shall deliver m e ? "
in the words, " I thank God, through
Jesus Christ our Lord." By no stretch
of argument can this picture be applied to a regenerate man. This m a n
is sold under sin: the regenerate m a n
is set free from sin. T h i s m a n finds
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helped since it seems impossible for
writers to put their matter into smaller
compass. W e a r e in favor of shorter
articles, but we are not sure that the
long articles are not worth t h e time
it takes to read them. W e believe that
the friends who write the long articles
try to condense as much as possible,
but find that in order to do justice to
There are many lonely ones in the a subject they are unable to bring it
world. O u r intercourse with other all within the compass of one or two
people is naturally confined to a com- columns. However we would plead
paratively small circle. Only some- for articles that could be limited to
times do we get an insight into the one page or less, yet we do not wish
feeling of loneliness which so many to discourage those who write the long
who a r e old and alone feel, and how articles. "Above all put on charity
they would appreciate companionship. which is the bond of perfectness."
It may be stated that in the writings W e are led to these thoughts by letA few of our correspondents prefer
of pagan philosophers, passages are to ters we receive from time to time.
not
to have their names printed in
be found which a r e so strikingly like One aged sister in Nebraska, Barbara
connection
with their articles. W e r e this statement of Paul, concerning Bashore, writes of h e r feelings on this
spect
this
preference so far as it is
himself, as to demonstrate in answer line. In a recent letter she says:
advisable
to
do so, but it seems to us
Dear Brethren, I have many things
to all declaration to the contrary, that
that
when
it
is personal experience or
unregenerate man is capable of admir- to write to you. I am a member of the
testimony
that
is given' it would be
ing t h e law, but incapable of obey- church. I was baptized by Brother
eminently
proper
that the name be
Joseph Keefer in Lykens Valley, Pa.,
ing it.
given.
W
e
presume
the principal reaW e regard the above extract a September 17, 1837. Perhaps some
son
for
desiring
to
withhold
the name
reasonable interpretation of this chap- of you may remember me. I was maris
a
certain
timidity
which
m
a k e s ' us
ter, yet others may not so regard it. ried J u n e 21, 1836, to George Knoll
shrink
from
coming
in
the
public
eye.
W e hope however that all who name in Harrisburg, Pa. After our marWould
it
not
be
better
to
overcome
the name of Christ will not be content riage we lived for some time 3 miles
this timidity?
to live in the experience of the seventh beyond Millersburg, Pa., a n d later we
chapter of Romans which is "wretch- lived for 4 years 3 miles west of
W e have to caution all of our friends
Millersburg.
ed," but find the liberty and joy of
that if they send in any selection for
Now, while I often have come short
the eighth chapter.
t h e columns of the V I S I T O R . t h e y be
during these years, yet that still small
sure to not give it as their own proCorrection.
voice has never died out to this day.
duction but give t h e credit where it
I praise the name of the Lord. Jesus
belongs. T o appropriate some other
T h e types went w r o n g in the article
only will I serve; h e is my only true
person's article and publish it over
by Brother Harvey Frey entitled "Men
friend. In him I p u t all my t r u s t ; he
your own signature, as though you
W h o T h i n k for Themselves" in last
guides m e safely through my life. I
were the author, is plagiarism which
issue of
t h e V I S I T O R , page
4.
In
read my Bible morning and evening
means literary theft.
paragraph four, third line after semiand kneel in prayer. My age is now
colon "they w h o really leave t h e
88, a n d am hundreds of miles away
The friends of the Messiah H o m e
church" should read, "they who rashfrom my brethren a n d sisters."
and Messiah H o m e Orphanage are
ly leave the church." And in the.same
She further expresses a desire to hereby reminded that the needs of
paragraph, last sentence, read " a r e
come to Harrisburg, Pa., and asks these institutions in the line of table
willing to soar alone if need be," inwhether there is a brother or sister necessities, such as fruit and vegestead of " a r e willing to soar above if
who will take care of her. Says she tables, also of soap in the wash room,
need b e . "
has enough money to bring her here. are constant and any donations which
H e r last husband's name was Bashore. the Lord m a y move you to send are
A Beautiful Bible.
N o doubt some of the older people re- welcome and will be thankfully reT h e nicest small Bible with large member her, and it is certain she needs ceived.
print that we know is the "Helpful the prayers and sympathy of the saints.
One of our subscribers would like to
Reference Bible," which we can sup- Such lonely ones, perhaps more than
ply in three styles of binding. T h e others, appreciate the visits of the obtain a bound volume of the E V A N within him a law of sin and death,
warring against his desire after goodness ; the regenerate man is set free
from the law of sin and death. This
man is unable to do what he would;
the regenerate man says, " I can do all
things through Christ who strengtheneth me." T h e objection to this view
is mainly based upon t h e idea that it
is impossible to think of an unregenerate man delighting in the law of the
Lord. It must, however, be remembered that it is the experience of a devout and sincere Hebrew, who did
know the law, and who did delight in
it, though unable to fulfill its requirements before his meeting with Jesus.

size is 6%x4^4 inches and }4 inch
thick. A n y one desiring a handy
Bible t o carry in t h e pocket should
order a "Helpful Reference Bible." It
is printed on "Royal" India Paper.
O u r Combination Minister's Bible
is made especially for those w h o like
a thin Bible for carrying as it has not
got t h e Helps found in Teachers'
Bibles. It is well bound. Remember
the special feature of the Combination
Bible is that it gives all the changes of

the Revised Version in connection
with the Authorized Version.
•We also would remind our friends
that we can supply the Combination
Family Bibles at very
reasonable
prices. If you are thinking of buying
any Bible please write for circulars
and prices.

VISITOR, which links them to the other
members, and through which they receive encouragement.
Recently we received a letter from
one of our subscribers, a good brother,
who orders-his paper discontinued because "the paper is not anymore what
it once w a s " and "because there are
too many long articles." W e are sorry
to lose even one subscriber for the reasons given, but we suppose it can't be
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If

any one w h o has one would desire to
sell we would be pleased to correspond
with that one.
Conference minutes can be had by
addressing the Secretary, S. R. Smith,
36 N . Cameron street, Harrisburg,
Pa., or this office, enclosing a two cent
stamp, for each copy desired.
•
•• •
Self should be abased and Christ
exalted.
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At H i s Feet I Sing.
Have I learned in whatsoever state, therein to be content?
Have I learned this blessed lesson, by my
Master sent,
And with joyous acquiescence do I greet
his will,
Even when my own is thwarted, and my
hands lie still?
Chorus.
What tho' I can do so little,
For my Lord and King,
At his feet I sit and listen,
At his feet I sing.
Surely it is best and sweetest, thus to have
him choose,
Even tho' some work I've taken, by this
choice I lose,
Folded hands need not be idle, fold them
both in prayer,
Other souls may toil far better, for God's
answer there.
Those who reap receive their wages, those
who work their crown;
Those who pray, thro'out the ages, bring
blest answers down;
In "whatever state" abiding till the Master
call,
They at even-tide will find him glorified in
all.
Selected by ALICE HAMILTON.
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For the EVANGELICAL VISITOR.

God Caretn for "Us.
"Casting all your care upon him;
for he careth for you." ( I . Pet. v. 7.)
H o w blessed to know that there is
one upon whom we can cast all our
care a n d feel that he careth for u s !
W h e n everything seems to come so
different from what we planned or expected, how blessed to cast it all on
him and feel that he really cares for
us, and is leading us in the very path
that will fit us best for heaven, our
eternal h o m e !
W h y should we worry and fret over
things that we cannot change, a n d
why not lie submissive in our F a t h e r ' s
hand, knowing that h e knows best
how to plan our life?
I often think how different m y life
is from what I h a d planned or expected it to be, but I realize God's plan
has been best for me and the sweet
peace he gives is better than anything
the world can give.
I am glad, also, that while w e know
he careth for us, we can learn in whatsoever state we are, therewith to be
content. (Phil. iv. 11.)
It is true, ambition has whispered
to me at times and when I would
think of what I h a d made and h a d of
my own, in clays gone by, it would try
to make me dissatisfied with my lot,
but I am glad God can give us a contented spirit a n d I could say—
.Fond ambition, whisper not;
Happy is my humble lot:
Anxious, busy cares away ;
I'm provided for to-day.
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While I have less of this world's
goods than I expected, I have a peace
and joy in my soul that I would not
wish to exchange for all the world
could give me. I can truly say, " I ' m
provided for each day," and while I
do not always have all I would wish
for, God has never let m e want for
anything I really needed, and I can
say it is blessed to feel that h e careth
for us. I have found that the things
that I thought were going w r o n g have
been the very ones that have taught m e
to cast my care upon him, a n d have
made m e feel that he careth for me.
ALICE; H A M I L T O N .

[ W h e n we know that the sister who
writes thus of God's care for us must
go t h r o u g h life on crutches, we can
better appreciate what she has found
in God who gives to her a contented
mind. God bless h e r ! Editor.]
For the EVANGELICAL VISITOR.

Notes on Romans.
NUMBER

FIFTEEN.

General, social and moral
duties.
( R o m . xii. and xiii.)
Christian conduct
in a
practical
sense. ( R o m . xii. 1-21.)
Consecration.
( R o m . xii. 1, 2.)
Romans xi. 33, 36, is the real context to Romans xii. 1, 2—"O, the
depth of the riches and wisdom of
G o d ! how unsearchable are his j u d g ments and his ways past t r a c i n g ! F o r
who hath known the mind of the L o r d ?
or w h o hath been his counselor? O r
who hath first given to him, and it
shall be recompensed unto him again?
F o r of him, and through him, and to
him, are all things. T o him be the
glory unto the ages.'
Because of this great fact I beseech
you brethren, by the mercies of God,
that ye present your bodies a living
sacrifice, holy, well-pleasing to God,
which is your reasonable or spiritual
worship. A n d be not conformed, or
fashioned, to this w o r l d : b u t be ye
transformed by the renewing of your
mind. ( F o r what purpose?) that ye
may prove what is that good, and wellpleasing and perfect will of God.
This Scripture is generally accepted as a text on consecration which we
will here classify as one of the general
Christian duties. T h a t a sinner in his
repentant state can make a complete
consecration to God is a great error
indeed. I t is true that every truly r e pentant sinner makes the promise that
h e will. B u t how can a person submit
or dedicate or consecrate himself t o
God as God's child before he really is
a child of G o d ? H e r e are the R o m a n brethren, for example, w h o h a d
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been called of Jesus Christ, called to
be saints, and their faith proclaimed
throughout the whole world, ( R o m . i.
6, 7, 8 ) a n d yet P a u l discovers an in-,
completeness in their consecration.
This he undoubtedly detected in their
conduct, which implicated their bodies,
which acted as dictated to by the mind,
and the mind being governed or influenced by the desires of the heart.
Paul's entreaty is—-"present your
bodies a LIVING sacrifice." A sacrifice
is that which is consecrated to Deity.
T h e words living, holy, and well-pleasing qualify sacrifice and describe the
character of the sacrifice. A body thus
dedicated to God will be conformed
to the will of God a n d not indulge in
extravagance in dress nor any u n cleanness such as fornication, selfabuse, gluttony, beastiality, smoking
or chewing tobacco, drinking the intoxicating cup or any such thing.
I t is both rational a n d scriptural
that God's people should have a fashion of their own and not be trotting
after the devil for "style." H e a r John
Wesley on this point—when treating
on the inefficiency of Christianity in
vol. I I . p. 439 of Wesley's Sermons—
" I am distressed. I know not what
to do. I see what I might have done
once. I might have said peremptorily
and expressly, ' H e r e I a m : I and my
Bible. I will not, I dare not vary from
this book, either in great things or
small. I have no power to dispense
with one jot or tittle of what is contained therein. I am determined to be a
Bible Christian, not almost, but altogether. W h o will meet m e on this
g r o u n d ? Join me on this or not at
all.' W i t h regard to dress, in particular, I might have been as firm ( a n d
now I see it would have been far bett e r ) as either the people called
Quakers, or the Moravian b r e t h r e n ; I
might have said, 'This is our manner
of dress, which we know is both
scriptural and rational. If you join
with us, you are to dress as we d o ; but
you need not join us unless you please.'
But, alas! the time is now p a s t ; a n d
what I can do now, 1 cannot tell."
A certain governor of Mississippi
moved into a rural district for the
health a n d comfort of himself a n d
family. H i s wife dressed her t w o little daughters in red a n d sent them to
a country school. I n the evening on
their return from school the little girls
felt m u c h discouraged and said they
did not wish to go to that school any
more because the school children made
fun of their red dresses. T h e next
m o r n i n g the mother again dressed her
sweet little girls in red a n d sent them
to school, instructing them not to care
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for what the other children might say
about their red dresses; but that they
should say, they did not have to dress
as other children because they were
the governor's daughters. The girls
returned to school, and when they
were ridiculed they obeyed their
mother's instructions. It was but a
short time until all the school girls
wore red dresses.
Neither do we need to dress like
the worldling, for we are the children
of the King. To win the world to
Christ we must be separate from it.
When we are fully consecrated to
God our time, talent, money, property,
children and all are the Lord's.
No time to spend in theaters, in
idleness, in reading novels or journals
of fashion, in gossip, in the ball-room.
No talent to throw away for distilled damnation, drugs, tobacco, vanities,
gluttony. Neither does God permit
us to engage in any unholy business
or profession to make money. Does
God want his holy people to have unholy money? Emphatically, no.
No property for the service of sin.
Our homes, farms, cattle, merchandise and garments are all the Lord's
and we stewards.
Our homes are open especially for
the comfort of the saints, not for the
card table, social dance, or progressive
euchre.
Our farms must not produce the
things that blight our homes and nation, such as opium, tobacco, etc.
How can we invest in and sell merchandise that is unclean, poluting, degrading and deadly? Even our garments must be made and worn to the
glory of God. A dear sainted mother
of this city was asked for her plain
bonnet to play a part in an exhibition
of sport. But she flatly refused, saying, that her bonnet was consecrated
to God and could not be used for sinful amusement. O, had we more such
Godly mothers! instead of so many
vain, worldly, light-minded, silly, gossiping women!
Our CHILDREN must be consecrated
to the Lord also. We must bring
them up for God and not for our own
gratification, unless it gratifies us to
see them wholly the Lord's. The
word says—"bring up a child in the
way he should go, etc." Again, bring
them up in the nurture of the Lord,
etc. They must be trained, educated,
fed and dressed to please God—not
the world.
How' can we be consistent and
neglect the Sunday-school ? And how
it must grieve God when parents
neglect taking their heaven-entrusted
children into the sanctuary! or cover
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their little bodies with such worldly
vanities that breed pride and selfishness. How can a parent offer the
prayer of faith for his child when he
himself wilfully neglects his duty relative to his child? It can't be done.
As a rule parents treat too loosely
with their children on religious matters when in their most plastic state.
How often we see grown children
proud, saucy, self-indulgent, disobedient to parents; and the hearts of
the parents broken with grief, asking
the prayers of God's people for the
conversion of their children. Why not
think of these things when the children are young and their hearts tender. Sometimes to my surprise I see
ministers take the stand that it is
wrong to try to influence children to
give their hearts to God. I wonder
how they read their Bibles, and how
they can ask God to save their children. It is cruel, wicked and unscriptural to neglect, or hold back a child
when he has convictions to be a Christian, or even neglect to give them special teaching in the sanctuary that
convictions might come. May God
Almighty give us a good shaking up
on this line, that more effort be put
forth for the salvation of the children.
John Wesley says: "You should
particularly endeavor to instruct your
children early, plainly, frequently, and
patiently. Instruct them early, from
the first hour that you perceive reason
begins to dawn. Truth may then begin to shine upon the mind far earlier
than we may suppose. And whoever
' watches the first opening of the understandings, may, by little and little,
supply fit matter for it to work upon,
and may turn the eyes of the soul toward good things, as well as toward
bad or trifling ones. Whenever a child
begins to speak, you may be assured
reason begins to work. I know no
cause why a parent should not just
then begin to speak of the best things,
the things of God, and from that time
no opportunity should be lost of instilling all truths as they are capable
of receiving." And since the education of our children is such an important thing, why not have a place of our
own as a church where the necessary
sciences be taught by God-fearing men
and women ? May we as parents
throw every possible safeguard about
our dear God-given children.
Is our consecration complete?
Each answer for himself in the fear
of God.

J. R. ZOOK.

Des Moines, la.
Hospitality is love in practice.
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"Sin In the Flesh."

Sin is the awful disease of the soul.
It is not a mterial thing as is some
disease of the body, and yet it is more
deadly, for it robs us of our spiritual
life. A soul that is dead in sin is given
over to its workings fulfilling every
evil desire. It is that which defiles
the heart and makes it an unfit place
for God to dwell. God cannot abide
where sin dwells. Before he can enterand take full possession of his temple
he must first cleanse it of this moral
filth.
"Sin in the flesh." What does this
mean? Does it mean that sin is in
my body as the blood that flows
through my veins, or the nerves that
lie all through my flesh through which
I control each muscle? Sin is not
such a thing as either of these, but is
a principle that has its seat in the mind
and heart and controls the affections
and motions of the body.
Jesus said: "If thy right eye cause
thee to stumble, pluck it out and cast
it from thee" (Matt. v. 29, R. V.).
Does he mean to say that sin is in the
eye and he shall therefore take his eye
from him ? Surely that cannot be,
because that would not take away the
sin. In the previous verse he said that
the thing was done in the heart. It
was a sin committed by the eye because he looked to sin. Christ was
speaking concerning the law. Christ
was condemning the sin that looked
through the eye. The law was weak,
but Christ is mighty to save from these
stumbling blocks, or these things that
cause these feet, hands, and other
members of the body to sin.
When shall I be delivered from this
sin? If it were a material thing I
should not be delivered from it till I
pass out of this body. But as it is a
principle in the heart God hath made
provision for its cleansing. Then in
place of the sin he plants the seeds of
holiness, or principles of holy living,
and as the sin formerly reigned in my
heart and life, so now doth grace reign
and control.
God will not cleanse me of this corruption against my own will. God,
also cleanses me for no other, purpose
but that I may fulfill his own will, and
when I come seeking for deliverance
from this inward foe, I give my all to
him, all that I am, or ever expect to
be; all that- I possess, all my friends
and relatives, my reputation, reserving nothing for self, for all self-reservations are sin, and God cannot cleanse
so long as anything of self is retained.
This deliverance is received when we
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make a full surrender of our all to
God.
The result is death to sin, and
abundant life in God. There are no
more hindrances to our growth and
bearing fruit for him. A peace of
God that knows no ruffle, a love that
knows no sacrifice too great to make,
a joy "that is unspeakable and full of
glory," a faith that waxes strong in
trial and counts it all joy when falling
in manifold temptations, and a hope
that rejoices in the coming of our
Lord and in the "inheritance incorruptible, undefiled, and that fadeth not
away." Amen.
D. W.

ZOOK.

For the EVANGELICAL VISITOR.

Spurious Religion.
There are many religions in the
world. Paul said to the Greeks at
Athens: "I perceive ye are very religious," R. V., and yet we know they
were idolators, and had anything but
the true religion. But coming close
home, in our own gospel enlightened
country, how many poor, deluded
souls are traveling the downward way,
while all the time they try to make
themselves believe they are on the
right road.
Well, what is any religion for?
In all ages, men believed in some after
existence after death. They also realized their unfitness for such a place,
and also their need of a counselor and
guide in this life. Consequently they,
not having been taught the true way,
followed their own deluded imaginations, aided by Satan, setting up gods
of wood and stone, thus expressing
their idea of a religion; others worshiped the sun, moon and stars and
such created beings as the cow, snake,
etc., showing in every instance that
nature teaches that there is a God who
deserves our praise, wishes to counsel
and guide us, and has prepared a place
for the being after the parting of this
life.
Now, while it seems there is manifested in every one a tendency to some
religion, (and Satan is ever on hand
with all sorts, so you can try on, as a
garment, the one that fits you best and
wear it for all he cares), why, in
our enlightened country, are there not
more who embrace the true religion?
Ah, one reason is that instead of cutting down some religion to fit us, we
must be cut down to fit the religion;
Well quoted was the remark I heard
a good sister make some time ago,
"The armor of God will never fit the
old carnal man; he is too big, and
should he try to put it on, he would
show through the cracks and Satan's
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arrows would surely find some lodgment."
In the next place there are so few
who are willing to preach the true cutting down process. They know it
hurts, and it is a most unpopular way,
and they would rather make it a little
easier for their flock; consequently
thousands of souls will sink into hell,
not dreaming that to be their destination until they are there, and it is too
late to make amends.
But how are we to know whether or
not we have the true religion ? If you
should go to the orchard and see a tree
covered with beautiful leaves, bearing
a great harvest of fruit, free from
bugs and vermin, you would say,
"That tree is all right. It is not only
in a grand condition now, but is growing." Then you look at another tree,
half of the leaves are dried and falling off, the other half are wilting,
there is no fruit and the trunk is
• covered with vermin. That tree is
backsliding. Once it was green and
flourishing as the abundance of leaves
show, but now it is casting off its
leaves and we all know the end of
that tree is death. Are you a growing
Christian? There is no backslider's
heaven. The road to heaven is onward and upward; backsliders go
backward and down, which leads to
eternal doom. Many, when you ask
them, "Are you saved?' will answer,
"I was converted at such and such a
time, or I hope so; I think I am."
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ever reached your Kadesh-Barnea?
Did you enter into the land there and
possess it, or did you turn back into
the wilderness? Brother Knapp in his
book, "Out of Egypt Into Canaan,"
says, "The Sinai Wilderness must not
be confounded with the Desert
Wilderness." The Sinai Wilderness
is the justified experience, the beginning the Red Sea, the ending Canaan
land, and can only be traveled as long
as you do not reach Kadesh-Barnea,
which, spiritually, you reach as soon
as sanctification is preached, and
made clear to you, for it is your duty
to look into the matter and pray for
light, but if you reject the light, and
do not care to look into it, you turn
from your Kadesh-Barnea into the
Desert Wilderness, or backsliders'
wilderness, which we have said before leads backward and downward
thence to hell, unless you repent, do
the first works, and then are willing to
pass over your Jordan into Canaan.

Brother Reese says, "If you are
not right with God, and you attempt
to pray for the Lord's coming, the
prayer will choke you."
Oh, dear one, examine yourself
whether or not you are in the faith, for
every day that passes over your head,
and it is not attended to, will rise up
in the judgment day and condemn
you.
Some time since the Lord permitted
me to pass through one of those terrible sieges, something like neuralgia
Oh, why will people stop short of a of the stomach; only those who have
"know so" salvation? Why will they gone through like suffering know
trifle with the greatest question of their what one must endure, and I said to
lives ? Oh, how they will reproach' my husband, "If the way to salvation
themselves at the last day! How lit- lay along a route like this, I would
tle and mean will the opinions of men, not wonder at so few people having
the applause of the world, the wishes of the courage to take it, but when it is
their friends seem to them then! Now so easy when we are willing to look
they seem like impassable mountains, away from self and the world to Jesus
magnified by the devil; then they will it seems so strange that people do not
seem as vapor which has passed away, run for it." Oh, may we be true to our
and left them to their doom. It mat- calling, and make the way so plain
ters not when you were converted. that no one in the last day need point
Are you justified before God now? their finger at us and say, "If you
Have you been walking in all the light had told me the truth as it was in
God gave you ? Remember, to use the Jesus, and declared unto me the whole
light you have will open a channel for counsel of God, I would not now be
more, but to reject light is to shut off numbered with the goats instead of
the current already on.
the sheep."
If you are still justified, if you love
MRS. C. D. ERB.
God, and love his word, love to talk
Deer Creek, Okla.
of heavenly things, love to commune
with God, hate sin and shrink from
To be misunderstood by those one
evil, praying daily to be guided along loves is the cross and bitterness of
the true way to glory, you are nearing life. It is the cruelest trial of selfyour Kadesh-Barnea. Remember that devotion ; it is what must oftenest
is a station along your route. You have wrung the heart of the Son of
cannot step over it, you cannot go Man, and if God could suffer, it is
around it, it means either forward or the wound we should be forever inbackward. Ah, dear one, have you flicting on him.—Selected.
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My Experience at Twelve Years
of Age.
I hardly ever take up the time in
meetings to tell my whole religious
experience, neither do I think I could,
but I sometimes feel I might do it in
this way to the glory of G o d ; and it
certainly shall be no other motive that
constrains me to make the attempt,
and while I write for the perusal of
others I want to condense it as much
as possible and yet be clear in my. expressions. I could hardly tell you how
young I was when the Lord first came
to my heart, because I have no distinct
impression or recollection of the first
conviction, but I want to say that about
the first vivid impression that was
made upon my mind was through a
little book called, " T H £ H E A R T B O O K . "
H e r e there was shown in pictures the
condition of man's heart by nature.
This I soon learned from parents and
others. I think that is the condition
of everyone's heart, by nature, before
those evil things are driven out. N o w
those were object lessons to me and I
believe by no other method could I
have grasped the idea of man's condition by nature so young. I also soon
learned that there was a place
for the good people called heaven,
where the
souls
of the
good
people go • when they die, and
a place called hell, where the souls
of the wicked or bad people go when
they die. Further, that the abode of
the one place is where Jesus and his
holy angels are, and the other where
the devil and the wicked angels are.
N o w this was enough for my infant
mind to comprehend, and I certainly
did not want to have my abode after
death at such a horrid place that was
burning with fire and brimstone. I
also obtained knowledge from teaching and reading that man must become
a changed being to go to heaven and I
was aware that I was a sinner, as all
people are by nature, and I soon felt
that my inclination was not towards
God, but rather towards sin. So I soon
learned and realized that there was n o
peace in my heart., This went on for
a good while; just how many years I
can't say, until a little sister of mine
died. But previous to that I had
strong convictions: the first vivid recollection I remember was one evening
before we went to retire when father
had prayer worship I fell asleep, and
no doubt remained on my knees, as
children often do. F a t h e r admonished
and spoke personally to me about it,
and perhaps to a servant of the house
older than I, saying we were old
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enough to think about our souls' condition and welfare.
This, with other things that people
talked much about at that time.that the
world was coming to an end, wrought
perceptibly on my heart. I was now in
my twelfth year. I promised the Lord
I would yield my heart to him before
the end of the year. I heard so many
testimonies of such that promised from
time to time and broke them, but I did
not want to break my promise and so
I set no definite time. Then in May
or J u n e my sister died; this was another loud call for me. I read much
in the Bible but got no comfort to
myself.
I was pretty well read in the Bible,
as we had the Testament and Bible as
a reading book in our schools, perhaps
not the Old Testament or Bible as we
then called it, so young, but the N e w
Testament anyway. I loved to read
the story about Joseph and other Bible
characters, Samson and Solomon and
saw their failures in life. I could not
comprehend how Solomon could go
after the strange women, and strange
gods after being so wonderfully blessed with wisdom and so solemnly warned of God.
But it did not go very long until I
got enough to do with myself and, as
said, got no comfort in reading the
Bible and Testament. I got into a
very unhappy condition and sometimes
wished I never had been born. I was
conscious at this time that I must have
my sins pardoned to get peace in my
heart and then live the life of a Christian. Oh, how I wished if I only had
a beginning! I went to meeting with
father and mother, and I remember
the place so well where I resolved that
I would make another effort. When
I came home after meeting I went up
stairs to my bed-room and commenced
to pray. W h e t h e r I ate dinner I don't
know. I had learned prayers, but I
could not make use of them long. I
finally prayed that if it was his [God's]
will he should save me. I thought that
I must hold on till I felt my sins pardoned. I hardly knew or conceived
even the import of my prayer. Eventually I got into father's bed-room
down stairs, how, I don't k n o w ; and
still thought I must keep on praying
till T received the blessing. I had
heard so much of people coming to the
mourners' bench and going there
every night until they got through,
as the term then used was. T h u s I
conceived the idea I must continue
praying until I receive the blessing.
I thought I had to keep on my knees
until I felt my sins forgiven. Father,
understanding my case better, I be-

lieve, than I did, advised me to commit myself wholly unto the Lord and
retire. I asked whether I would not
be displeasing God if I would sleep before I received the blessing, or forgiveness of my sins. H e thought not,
providing I could wholly resign myself to his will.
As well as I can remember I had a
good sleep and the next morning I felt
a complete change. I was a new being
and felt to do nothing to displease my
Master. Everything that I looked at
appeared different. I felt that I should
tell all my comrades to give their
hearts to the Lord. You perhaps have
noticed that at one place I said I resolved to make another effort. I had
about a week before this labored on
my knees in prayer in my bed-room
one Sunday or Saturday night until
about midnight, even when the harvest
hands were retiring at the time, but
the hired man came home about midnight, and so I went to bed, and did
not get further with it at that time,
or, at least, realized no peace.
Now then, I want to say, I believe
I was born a child into the kingdom,
and took such duties as came to me,
but I was of a very diffident nature
and somehow shrank from telling my
experience and felt as though I was
not doing what the Lord wanted me.
H e wanted me, as it now looks to me,
not so much to tell a definite experience, but that I would testify to his
honor and glory. T h e enemy used all
means to keep me back from testifying
in public, so I did not get the power
I no doubt would have received. But
I lived a strict Christian life perhaps
until my seventeenth year, when I
gradually took up the things of the
world. Oh, how sad! until perhaps
before I was twenty years old I laid
everything aside, and made up my
mind that a half-way Christian life is
a hard road to travel. I tried to get
all the pleasure a life of sin gives. I
was too well instructed to enter into
. gross sin.
I wanted to be well
thought of, yet I felt that my former
experience benefited me nothing, and
that I must go through the whole work
again and prayed the Lord that he
would spare me, until such time that
I could again be reclaimed; but I set
no limit. If the Lord had not been so
gracious to me, and kept his watchful
eye over me, he alone knows where I
would be to-day—F don't. I thank
God through the Lord Jesus Christ
for his wonderful mercy, that he again
called me and accepted of me in my
twenty-second year.

J. M. E.
( T o be concluded.)
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Self-Denial.
T o be a real follower of Jesus
means self-denial. Jesus said, Except
we deny ourselves daily and take up
our cross and follow him we cannot
be his disciples. Some people think
if they do not go to the circus or the
theater, nor use tobacco or beer, they
are denying themselves. This is not
self-denial to those that have been
cleansed by the precious blood of
Jesus. Others have an idea because
they no longer follow the fashions of
the world and wear a plain garb, that
this is self-denial. But we say, this
is not self-denial to those who have
forsaken the world, and their desires
have been changed, w h o "love not the
world nor the things that are in the
world." B u t real self-denial means to
give that which you need yourself for
Jesus' sake and for the sake of the
gospel. T h i s is the narrow ufay. H o w
many are in the w a y ? Let us fear
lest when weighed in the balance we
will be found wanting.
M.
For the EVANGELICAL VISITOR.

Social Purity.
No. I V .
MARRIAGE :
Generally speaking,
among civilized people the marriage
bond is held above the ordinary doings
of men. T h e more righteous or moral
the people are the higher respect is
paid to the dignity of the marriage
rite in its binding and sacredness.
And the Lord said, " I t is not good
that the m a n should be alone; I will
make him an help meet for him."
(Gen. ii. 18.) It is further said, " A n d
they shall be one flesh." N o w to be
one flesh, one mind, one heart, it behooves that the mating of man and
wife 'be according to God's pattern.
God's mind certainly is that he should
be enquired of, and acknowledged
even in this matter. T h e Most H i g h
has a definite plan for the life-work
of every one. Only a.few do not frustrate that plan. Let each one diligently seek the apointed mate, and the
right course of life's journey. God
has two ways to accomplish his ends—
by divine guidance, and by nature.
Those not marrying in the Lord should
not fail to be made "one flesh" bygood common sense. Unperverted
intelligence would that the mating be
made lasting and permanent by the
natural tastes, and appetites, and dispositions of the parties being similar
as much so as possible. O n e of
literary tastes and of intellectual brilliancy certainly can not travel life's
journey with any satisfaction in com-
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panionship with the one who admires
to get down to the drudgery of h a r d
manual labor. Inconsiderate ill-mating is the cause of much of the divorce evil. Dr. T a l m a g e said that
husband and wife are gradually coming together from their earliest existence. But this amounts to nothing under the abnormal condition of
mankind.
T h e Apostle Paul said "marriage
is honorable in all." ( H e b . xiii. 3.)
Also, " I will therefore that the
younger women m a r r y , " etc. ( I . Tim.
v. 14.) T o the weak, entangled, infant church at Corinth Paul wrote,
"I say therefore to the unmarried and
widows, it is good for them if they
abide even as I. But if they can not
contain, let them m a r r y ; for it is better to marry than to b u r n . " ( I . Cor.
vii. 8-9.) Not a few think Paul taught
celibacy, and permitted marriage only
to satisfy carnal burning lust. This interpretation would pervert all other
Scriptures. N o doubt the Apostle
saw the necessity of some giving their
service without distraction to the infant church. But if some cannot contain themselves to celibacy, but burn
in loneliness for companionship, let
them marry. T h e social conditions
of the people determine largely the
interpretation of the epistles addressed to them, without any confliction of
other Scriptures.
Marriage should be "in the Lord."
If it is not, but is in the fleshly admirations and lusts; the minister who
formally ties the matrimonial knot
needs be very careful to not disgracefully use the Scripture, "what God has
joined together let no man put
asunder." Some ministers officiate
only when the marriage is "in the
Lord."
T h e object of marriage, of course,
should be to honor God in establishing a home, and to propogate the r a c e :
not to bring distraction from God, but
to endear and deepen in the Spirit,
even as the union of man and wife
symbolize the union of Christ and the
church.
Many have unnatural
affections,
and have real aversion to the bringing
forth of children. Consequently many
will fondly caress and nurse a lap-dog.
W h a t an insinuation and a degradation for a childless wife thus to d o !
T h e brute creation will seldom do
such a disgraceful act.
A large family bespeaks of chastity in the matrimonial relation; while
a few or no children are indicative
generally of perverse conditions. T h e
Wesleys and Benjamin Franklin were
of families of 18 children. T h e W e s -
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leys' mother was of a family of 25.
Poor people have large families; the
people of the southern mountains have
from 6 to 15. T h e judgment day will
reveal the criminal means used to
thwart God's plan. Normally man
loves to have offspring of his flesh.
M a n certainly is deeply fallen. Many
men of amorous natures sensually,
burning in their lusts, take unto themselves a pure virgin as wife; but she
soon finds that she is unhappily married, being taken as a private harlot.
But marriage will not license lust.
Heb. xiii. 4 says, " A n d the bed undefiled;" but how few keep it so. H o w
important that whatsoever we do is
all done to the glory of God the
Father.
E. P . Miller, in his book on " E x hausted Vitality," pages 81 and 82,
says, "I know the heart-history of
many noble, high-toned women (of
N. Y. city) whose whole being revolts
at the use to which they are put. Living martyrs are they, daily enduring
a fiercer ordeal than any to which the
Christian martyrs were subjected.
O u r graveyards, could they speak,
would send forth a sad and sickening
wail from the young wives and
mothers who have been placed there,
the victims of matrimonial abuse of
the sexual function."
Then the
preacher who failed to cry out against
this sin, says over the dead at the
funeral, in the providence of God she
was taken away.
It would take volumes to
fully
analyze and detail the subject. Suffice it to say that the law' of love
should govern the marriage relation.
A man positively can not make demands of his wife which would injure her health, or involve the breaking of the "Golden Rule," and yet
have true love for her.
T h e Bible says "love is as strong as
death." If the mating is right, and
the object of wedlock is noble, and
the marriage state performed with
love divine, then surely death should
be the only thing to sever the sacred
tie. But we find that laxity of civil
laws makes divorces easy and shockingly numerous. Many couples, only
united in hand and not in heart, retain
mental reservations that if the experiment is not desirable they will be divorced, which can be done at the expenditure of a small sum of money, in
nearly all the States, except
New
York and South Carolina. T h e former State grants divorce for fornication only, while the latter grants no
divorce at all.
T o grant no divorce at all makes
matrimonial life very considerate.
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Connecticut, in 15 years, has had
5,391 divorces. Matrimony is looked upon too much as a mere civil
binding, without much sacredness.
It is easy to see that couples ill-mated,
and not joined "in the Lord,' but for
momentary and sensual causes, would
oftentimes better separate than to eke
out a miserable and fruitless
existence. But for such to re-marry while
the former companion is living is a
matter of divers opinion. T h e Roman
Catholic Church boasts of her piety
over the Protestants in that she does
not grant divorce; but her theologians
ennumerate 16 causes for rendering
marriage null and void. So that is
just as far "from the beginning" as
divorce is. In the time of Christ there
was the practice of putting away the
wife for even the trivial cause of
burning the meal. In view of such a
condition of things, Christ's words
on the subject are most weighty.
W h e n the Pharisees asked
him
whether it was lawful for a man to
put away his wife, Jesus said, "what
did Moses command y o u ? " And thev
said "Moses suffered to write a bill
of divorcement, and put her away."
Jesus said, " F o r the hardness of your
heart he wrote you this precept." But
from the beginning it was not so. In
the fifth of Matthew Jesus says that
fornication is the only cause for putting away a wife. And that whosover
marries the unchaste wife, who is put
away, committeth adultery. Some
"teachers in Israel" say that "divorce"
in Matt, v., should be "put away."
And hence if properly divorced mav
re-marry.
But the summary of
Christ's teaching is that the innocent
party, of a separation by fornication
only, may r e - m a r r y ; and that all
others are only freed from the marriage vows by death. And that fornication is the only cause for which one
may put away his wife. But if the
husband -or wife depart themselves,
let them depart, the remaining innocent party is not under bondage. See
I. Cor. vii. 15. But let them remain
unmarried.
W h a t the disciples bound on earth
was to be bound in heaven ; so we
doubt very much whether civil courts
of justice ( ? ) can untie a nupital
knot. A man and wife become father
and mother. Do they not remain
parents unto their children? Certainly they do, even if they separate. Do
they not also remain then therefore
man and wife? A bigamist is not
justified by the judgment of civil
courts. Therefore, dear reader, whom-
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soever this may concern, enter matrimonial bonds very considerately.
J. M Y B R S BOSLSR.

Canton,

Ohio.

For the EVANGELICAL VISITOR.

Is I t Wrong' to Belong to a Secret
Lodge P
This question I have been asked frequently. I would answer, it is not
w r o n g for a sinner, but as for the
child of God I would advise you stay
away from them, for there is nothing
good comes out of a secret lodge.
Professedly they are banded together
to do good, and they will make things
look very pleasing; they will help you
to get work, they will give you so
many dollars a week when you get
sick, they will visit you, they will help
you out when you get into trouble—
even when you are imprisoned they
will help you out. In fact, they will
help you in anything the mind can
conceive. Now, you think, that is
very nice, and you will put your trust
in that lodge and you think you will
never be in want, will have work always and when you get sick you have
money to make ends meet.
All right, you trust the lodge and
you put your trust in the arm of flesh.
It is written, "Cursed is the man that
putteth his trust in the arm of flesh."
You pay your money over to the lodge
and so become a member in good
standing. T h e y will instruct you in
all the secret signs and pass-words,
etc., and you are happy and you say,
now let come what will, I am all right.
But I say you are a biind fool. W h y ?
because, "Cursed is the man that putteth his trust in the arm of
flesh."
God is stronger than all the lodges
combined. But, having joined, you
are now given over to the service of
the evil one. Possibly you had not
learned to smoke; you will learn it
now, for occasionally they will have
a smoker and they will have something
strong drink and you will come
home early in the morning and your
wife will scold and you will get mad
because you think you have a right to
have a good time. But you are blind.
It is Satan that has the good time. H e
rejoices that the new recruit for hell
is doing well and he will attend to it
that you are well fixed u p : he will
keep you busy talking about the good
time you are h a v i n g ; about your
lodge, and you will spend your money
for it. You will forget all about God
and neglect your wife and children,
your poor widowed mother or your
poor, sick, old father. Oh, blind one,
why do you spend money for that
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which is not bread and your labor for
that which satisfieth not?
In connection comes the social and
the dance which you attend. You
claim to be a Christian still, yet here
men and women who are profane,
drink and are dishonest and tell lies,
and you, a child of God ( ? ) join them
in the dance and carousal all night,
even till the break of day. Oh, shame
on you. H o w dare you say you are a
child of God. God, the most high
God, the T r i u n e God, Father, Son and
Holy Spirit! the Creator of all this
universe! H e is an holy God and
wants a holy people, for without holiness no man shall see God.
"Come out from among them, and
be ye separate saith the Lord." I. Cor.
x. 21, reads, "Ye cannot drink
the cup of the Lord, and the cup of
devils: ye cannot be partakers of the
Lord's table and of the table of devils."
Jesus says, "Ye cannot serve God and
mammon." It is written, "Blessed isthe
man that walketh not in the counsel
of the ungodly." If you are a child
of God you will shun the very appearance of evil. A man, or woman,
(yes, the women too belong to secret
lodges, otherwise Satan would not
have so big a c r e w ) , that is born of
God has his delight in the law of the
L o r d ; and in his law doth he meditate
day and night—not in the by-laws of
the devil. W h a t fellowship has the
child of God with the child of the
devil? I t is written, "touch not the
unclean thing," and yet you engage
with them in the giddy dance, and
carouse with them until morning.
Your health is suffering; you are
hardly fit to attend to your work, but
you speak of the good time you are
having in the lodge.
Once in a while you will go to
church and will say, " I am saved,''
and then tell all about the hard times,
the trials and difficulties you have.
Shame on you, you are serving Satan
and are trying, at the same time, to
serve God, and are standing in the
way of the sinner and so are helping
Satan to populate hell. You go on
and on, down, down, down to the pit.
You say your minister belongs to
that lodge. You have no right to look
at your minister. "Look unto me all
ye ends of the earth and be ye saved,"
says the Lord God Almighty, the
Lamb of God, the Savior of the world.
H e is the way, the truth, the life, and
there is no other name given neither in
heaven nor on earth whereby man can
be saved. There is no other way. H e
that climbeth up some other way is a
thief and a robber. If your minister
belongs to that secret lodge, what is
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that to you: you follow Jesus. He
says he gave us an example that we
should do as he gave us the example,
and that it would be for our happiness
if we do so.
You may be a member of your secret lodge for some time, but when prolonged sickness overtakes you its
professed charity comes to an end and
you will find yourself in want. When
the doctor tells you, you soon will
have to die, you groan and moan and
say, I don't know what I have done
that I have to suffer this way. The
Bible says, "Fools, because of their
transgressions, and because of their
iniquities, are afflicted." It also says,
"For this cause many are weak and
sickly among you, and many sleep."
Don't you see, that ye cannot drink
the cup of the Lord and the cup of
devils? Open your eyes and see the
goodness of the Lord. Search the
Scriptures. It says, "And if ye shall
despise my statutes, or if .your soul abhor my judgments, so that ye will not
do all my commandments, but that ye
break my covenant: I also will do this
unto you: I will even appoint over
you terror, consumption and the
burning ague, that shall consume the
eyes, and cause sorrow of heart: and
ye shall sow your seed in vain, for
your enemies shall eat it." The Bible
tells me that as much as God delights
in blessing them that love him and
keep his commandments, so much
doth he delight also in punishing them
that break his laws. The Bible is
God's word and his word is yea, and
amen. It is written, "If thou wilt not
harken unto the voice of the Lord thy
God, the Lord will smite thee with
madness and blindness, and astonishment of heart; the Lord shall smite
thee in the knees, and in the legs, with
a sore botch that cannot be healed,
from the sole of thy foot unto the top
of thy head." Read Job. iv. 8, 9.
The final doom of the wicked is to be
turned into hell, and all the nations
that forget God.
How can you serve God when you
belong to the secret lodge? Just
think; you swear that you will help
your brother (?) no matter what
comes, even to the giving up of your
life, and when he gets to be a drunkard
and cannot keep up his payment you
finally strike him off the list of membership; and when he complains you
say it serves you right, you fool, why
you are nothing but a drunken bum,
while you are the one who made one
out of him. You persuaded him to
become a member and through it he
was led into smoking and drinking,
and thus you initiated him into his pres-
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ent condition. He goes to ruin by the
way of the lodge.and is at last lost in hell.
Now, where is your oath ? You swore
you would stand by your brother. ( ?)
Beware, lest your lot be the same.
Better get out of that secret lodge. I
know they will persecute you, and in
your sufferings the enemy will rage
against you, but Jesus can deliver you
from his power. He can make you
whole, every whit. God is almighty
and he will make a clean vessel out of
you. Therefore come out from among
them. Jesus will save you if you let
him. O, glory to God and the Lamb
forever.
I would yet humbly ask all God's
children to pray for me that I may
ever remain humble and may not seek
to be seen or heard, but that God's will
be accomplished in me. Pray that I
may, more and more, be lost in his
love. The devil is trying to make
things look pretty hard for me, but 1
look to God from whence cometh all
my help.
Your brother in Christ,
J O H N BOCK.
For
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The Old and New Man.

[July I, 1903.
filed and cannot be holy with the
presence of the old man even if he be
bound. Take him to crucifixion, since
only such heroic treatment of the case
can bring the coveted deliverance.
Old self must be dead before the man
from heaven shall ever live and reign,
for reign he must without a rival.
Self will never consent to be subordinate or remain in captivity; he must
be executed.
Reader, when shall flesh, sin and
disease, no longer be master of the
noble part, and the divine nature rise
to the pre-eminence? There is no
cure for your woe, no true peace of
mind and heart, no purity of heart, no
fulneas of joy, till the body (man) of
sin is destroyed, and the testimony of
Paul is repeated in your case, "I am
crucified with Christ, nevertheless I
live, yet not I but Christ liveth in me."
Glory to God! The new man walks
in newness of life and serves not in the
oldness of the letter, but in the newness of the Spirit. Such a life is not
mechanical but real. So is the new
creature (man), a live, energetic, progressive, fruitful man. He that does
not advance can never be God's perfect
man. One is perfect before God
when he fulfills this requirement,which
he can do with an obedient heart.

"Knowing this that our old man is
crucified with him, that the body of
sin might be destroyed, that hencePerfection before men is impossible,
forth zt>e should not serve sin. For he since their standard is imperfect,
that is dead is freed from sin." (Rom. their judgment is based on appearvi. 6 and 7.)
ances,- and necessarily so, for what
The old man's pedigree reaches man- can discern the thoughts and moback to Eden, and his diabolical work • tives of another ? The new man walks
has blighted every life by transmitting by faith, and keeps on the even tenor
his mind and spirit to the sons of men. of his way through cloud and sunThe presence of evil and disease is shine, calm and storm. This is he
seen throughout all history, and pre- who abides and abounds in the fruitsents an unbroken line of death. His fulness of holy influence and good
way and his reign is unto death, and works. This is the man Christ Jesus,
holds God's grandest creature in the hope of glory. I praise the Lord
helpless slavery. The highest civiliza- that about ten weeks ago the old man
tion has only affected his appearance, was killed in me, and I am a new
but left him the same sensuous, creature in Christ Jesus. Glory be to
treacherous, angry, selfish, jealous, God in the highest and peace on earth.
old man. It is an "uncomfortable I am so glad that all sorrow, grievoustruth" to accept that he is pleasant ness, worry, anxiety, nervousness,
when affairs are quiet and harmon- fears, figitiness, hatred, jealousy and
ious and the onlookers are delighted backbiting were destroyed and burnt
with the outward appearance; but, up when the Holy Spirit took full
alas! to their astonishment the dam is possession. Christ is all in all to me.
broken, the passions left without re- He is my health, strength, wisdom,
straint, sweep like a tempest through knowledge and keeper. May God
the life, and there is manifest jealousy, bless this message to all that read it.
envy, anger, hatred, backbiting and This is my prayer.
all the rest.
JOHN G. BORNSCHEIN.
This old man is hard to dislodge
from his home in the heart and defies
all human skill and power. Darkness
is his native hiding place. Light he
cannot endure, and he hides from its
revealing effect. Darkness and filth
are in agreement. The temple is de-

April 26, 1903.
"'Vengeance is mine; I will repay,
saith the Lord,' but "I guess the Lord
needs an instrument to carry out that
text.
I'm that instrument."—The
Millionaire Mystery.

July l, 1903.]

OUR YOUTH.
Over and Over.
"Just the same thing over and over!"
But that is the way of the world, my
dear;
Over and over, over and over,
Old things repeated from year to year!
H e a r what the sUn saith: "Patient still.
The vaulted heavens I climb and climb,
Over and over with tireless will,
Day after day till the end of time!
"Never a pause and never a rest;
Yet every morning the earth is new,
And ever the clouds in the golden West
Have a fresh glory shining through."
Hear what the grass saith: "Up the hills
And through the orchard I creep and
creep,
Over the meadows, and where the rills
Laugh in the shadows cool and deep.
"Every Spring it is just the same!
And because it is I am sure to see
The oriole's flash of vivid flame
In the pink white bloom of the apple
tree."
Hear what dear Love saith: "Ah, I hear
T h e same old story, over and over;
Mother and maiden year by year
Whisper it still to child and lover!
"But sweeter it grows from age to age,
The song begotten so long ago,
When first man came to his heritage,
And walked with God in the even glow."
—Julia C. R. Dorr.
• • •
Little Sins.

A learned doctor was going through
Sudbrook park with a company of
friends when his attention was called
to a huge Sycamore tree lying dead on
the ground. Turning to the company
he said : Two years ago this tree stood
as tall, noble and beautiful as any of
these around us, but one day the gardener noticed a small black-headed
worm about three inches long near its
trunk and called a naturalist, living in
the district, to look at it. If you let
that little thing alone, said he, in two
years it will kill the tree. That tiny
worm kill that fine huge tree! Surely
it cannot! To prove the truth of his
words, however, it was agreed to let it
alone.
From time to time the gardener
came to look at his little worm and
saw it gradually get nearer the tree
then pierce its way through the bark
into the trunk. The next year the
leaves fell off sooner than usual and
the following year it was a dead rotten
thing, and the little hole made by the
worm was seen in the very heart of
the trunk.
This, dear children, is a parable
from nature of the power of little sins,
and the awful danger of "letting them
alone"—Take them to Jesus when they
first appear and he will fight them for
you and help you to fight, too.
The Arabs tell of a miller, who, one morning from his repose
Was wakened by hearing a camel, through
his window thrust his nose.
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"Its cold out here," said the creature, "and
I wish Sir, if you please
Just to warm my nose a moment, it's so
chilled I fear 'twill freeze."
"All right," said the other kindly, "You do
look pinched and thin,
"Oh thank you," replied the camel; and
his head went further in.
Soon while the miller slumbered, both head
and neck went through
Then presently in at the window, the body
entered, too,
Now the room was close and narrow and
the startled sleeper woke,
And to his ungainly inmate, at length
complaining spoke,
"Really, my friend, while willing to grant
your first request
My quarters are not sufficient to hold so
large a guest."
"Very well:" said the other coolly, "If you
find it as you say
Move out, in fact, you'll have to, for I have
come to stay."
H o w plainly this story teaches (as you perceive no doubt),
Wrong into the heart admitted, will soon
the right turn out.
And how plainly it warns us also, from the
very first to shun
The evil that seemed so harmless, ere entrance has been won.—Selected.
The Lord's T e n t h .

There was, many years ago, a lad
of sixteen, who left home to seek his
fortune. All his worldly possessions
were tied up in a bundle, which he
carried in his hand. As he trudged
along, he met an old neighbor, the
captain of a canal boat; and the following conversation took place, which
changed the whole current of the boy's
life:
"Well, William, where are you going?"
"I don't know," he answered.
"Father is too poor to keep me at
home any longer, and says I must now
make a living for myself."
William then told his friend that
the only trade he knew anything
about was soap and candle making,
at which he helped his father while at
home.
"Well," said the old man, "let me
pray with you and give you a little
advice, and then I will let you go."
They both kneeled upon the towpath (the path along which the horses
that drew the canal boat walked).
The old man prayed earnestly for
William, and then this advice was
given: "Some one Will soon be the
leading soap-maker in New York. It
can be you as well as any one. I hope
it may be. Be a good man, give your
heart to Christ, give the Lord all that
belongs to him of every dollar you
earn, make an honest soap, give a
full pound, and I am certain you will
be a great, good and rich man."
When the boy arrived in the city
he found it hard to get work. Lonesome and far from home, he remembered his mother's words, and the last
words of the canal-boat captain. He
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was then and there led to "seek first
the kingdom of God and his righteousness."
He united with the
Church. He remembered his promise to the old captain. The first dollar he earned brought up the question
of the Lord's part. He looked into
the Bible, and found the Jews were
commanded to give one-tenth. So he
said, "If the Lord will take that, I will
give that," and so he did. Ten cents
of every dollar was sacred to the Lord.
After a few years, both partners
died, and William came to be the sole
owner of the business. He now resolved to keep his promise to the captain. He made an honest soap, gave
a full pound, and instructed his bookkeeper to open an acount with the
Lord, and carry one-tenth of all his
income to that account. He has prospered. His business grew, his family was blessed, his soap sold, and he
grew rich faster than he ever hoped.
He then decided to give the Lord twotenths, and he prospered more than
ever. Then three-tenths, then fourtenths, then five-tenths. He then educated his family, settled all his plans
for life, and told the Lord he would
give him all his income. He prospered more than ever.
This is the true story of Mr. Colgate, who has given millions of dollars, to the Lord's cause, and left a
name that will never die.
To succeed you must work and you
must think. Card-playing takes time,
and therefore interferes with work.
It requires a certain concentration of
the mind, and therefore interferes
with thought. As a recreation it can
easily be replaced by something infinitely better and more satisfactory.
Card-playing is a waste of time,
and who can hope to succeed by wasting time? Life is short; competition
in these modern times is keen. The
prizes are splendid, but to ivin them
a tremendous amount of concentrated
energy is required!
Card-playing steals the young man's
time, which is his capital, and which
should be more precious to him than
gold.
It distracts his mind, scatters his
thoughts and winds up by transforming him into a mental vagabond.
It is not along such lines that success is achieved.
It is not from the card-table that
young men are graduated for the high
places of the earth.
Tt is not at the card table that
young men learn the secrets of success. If you want to succeed leave
cards alone!—Selected.
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county, Pa., and a short but delightful two
days' visit with the saints at Canton, O. I
sincerely appreciated all the tokens of loving confidence and fellowship which were
extended so generously by the Brethren,
their families, and the numerous
friends
along the way. May God richly bless
them all.
In closing will you allow me to say a
word about our fuel for the coming Winter. W e had a very difficult and unpleasant
time to procure coal last year owing to the
strike and consequent coal famine.
The
price we paid for inferior grades was almost double the price of good coal in
previous year, so that we believe it to be
a point of safety as well as of economy to
lay in as much of our next Winter's coal
as possible this Summer while it is not so
high-priced. It is rising in price every ten
days or so and another coal famine is
feared. Since making it a special subject
of prayer the Lord has sent in $13.00 for a
special coal fund and if any one feels to
add to this special fund, the amount can
be remitted to us with the express purpose
stated, and it will be reported in the special coal-fund-report later. All gifts and
offerings received are placed in the general fund unless special directions accompany the same.
Yours seeking to know and to do the
Master's will,
G.

CLIFFORD CRESS.

S t a t e m e n t of A m o u n t s R e c e i v e d o n t h e
Des Moines Debt.
To the Readers of the Visitor,
Greeting:
I herewith submit a renort of the amount
of money received from the various districts up to the time of going to press,
as authorized by General Conference of
1903, under Article 22, to be used in paying
the Des Moines indebtedness, in consecutive order as they, were paid:
Enos Hess, individual,
$10 00
A. B. Musser, for Harrisburg district, Pa.,
37 SO
A. B. Niesley, for Cumberland district, Pa.,
75 00
Eli M. Engle, for Manor district, Pa.,
11625
Henry Baum, on account of Dauphin and Lebanon district, Hockersville, Pa.
20 00
J. D. Keefer, Lykens Valley district, Pa.,
15 00
Brother Hostetler, individual, . . . .
1 00
Peter Stover, Philadelphia district, Pa.,
24 00
Daniel B. Brubaker, Rapho district, Pa.,
220 00
B. S. Herr, on account of Dayton
district, Ohio,
20 00
M. B. Musser, Donegal district,
Pa
172 50
Saxton Bowers, on account of
Stark county district, Ohio
36 60
J. L. Snoke, on account N. Franklin district, Pa.,
43 50
Joseph L. Kreider, Dauphin and
Lebanon district, Fairland, . . . .
52 50
J. W . Heise, on account Markham
district, Ont
50 00
Henry Baum, on account Dauphin
and Lebanon district, Hockersville, Pa.,
24 00
Total,

$917 85

It will be noticed that some districts
have as yet only paid in part or as much
as they have collected. Referring to the
article of General Conference authorizing
this proceeding it will be noticed that the
intention of Conference was that each district forward the amount equal to seventyfive cents per member of each respective
district without delay or waiting for the
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whole amount to be collected. It would facilitate very r much the settlement of the affair if this N intention of Conference were
carried out.
S.

R.

SMITH.

C h u r c h N e w s from M a r k h a m , O n t .
We, the Brethren and Sisters of Markham, Ont., district, held our love feast on
June 6th and 7th, according to announcement, and we believe it was true to name, a
feast of love. Many of the young members observed the ordinances of God's
house for the first time, and found the
Savior's words to be true, "If ye know
these things, happy are ye if-ye do them."
Elder Charles Baker, of'Nottawa, remained with us on his way home from Conference and held forth the word with
power. Especially were the services of
the last evening impressive, when the
words of Paul were used, I. Cor. xvi. 13-14,
"Watch ye, stand fast in the faith, quit
you like men, be strong. Let all your
things be done with charity." T h e church
was well represented with old and young;
there were also many strangers present
who witnessed for the first time the observance of the ordinances as we understand them, and we trust impressions were
made that will bring forth fruit unto life
everlasting; and while the many are running after the giddy and vain things of the
world, we are glad to see' that there are
still a few that are hungering for the unadulterated word of God.
Brethren, let us hear from you, and we
believe it will be a means of keeping us
bound together in the bonds of love.
H.

R.

HEISE.

Victoria Square,

Ont.
. • .
T e s t i m o n y of H e a l i n g .

(The following testimony came to us
early in May and should have appeared
sooner but was overlooked. Editor.)
About 6 or 8 weeks ago I had sprained
my back severely, so much that I could
hardly clothe myself or stoop to the
ground, and could hardly endure riding in
a carriage. I prayed the Lord to heal my
back, but it seemed as though he did not
hear me. Did I then give up when he did
not hear me? N o ; this did not lessen my
faith any. One day my little boy and myself went to a certain place, and coming
home we came past the home of a brother
who believed in divine healing. T h e last
chapter of Mark, verses 17 and 18, says
what signs shall follow them that believe.
I knew that this is the will of God that
we should believe his word. So I stopped
at this home, and it seems the brother and
sister were tuned with God's love and full
of praise, so then I made known my
need, t h a t . I wanted them to pray for my
healing. T h u s all being in accord we knelt
in prayer, and they laid hands on me and,
praise God, before I got home I felt I was
getting better. T h e riding in the buggy
did'nt seem to hurt me since, and I could
begin to work. Praise the Lord forever.
I am glad for the. trust and confidence he
gives us. H e cares for u s ; he does this because he promised it. W e are still trusting him for our healing. When Jesus
wrought his first miracle, turned water into wine, his disciples believed on him and
followed him. More and greater miracles
followed, and they still kept following him.
So with us when we have accepted him—
and he has accepted us we shall ask what
we will and it shall be done unto us. So
let us have greater faith in Jesus, and what
he says let us believe and do it.
Your unworthy brother,
CHARLES

Talmage,

NAYLOR.

Kans.

•• •
If the teachers in our Sabbath-schools
were faithful in looking up their scholars
who are detained, some by sickness, some
for the want of clothing, and some for lack
of a disposition to go, the vacancies seen
in the classes would soon be filled. This
part of a teacher's work can be made the
most effective. If you have not tried it,
do so and let us know the results.—Baltimore Methodist.
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Matoppa Mission.
BULAWAYO, So.

AFRICA,

May 18, 1903.
To the Readers of the Visitor:
May the love of God the Father abound
in you to do his will!
To-day our minds are drawn to our dear
ones across the waters, and as we count
them over we find here and there that a
link is missing, thus teaching us that the
chain of friends and loved ones is rapidly
becoming disconnected in this world, but
we are made glad by the thought that the
chain of Christian fellowship which is
being rapidly parted hfre by death, is only
becoming a magnet in heaven, where the
broken links have gone, to draw the links
left here more and more to that heavenly
place.
The sad news of Elder Davidson's death
reached us some time ago. W e were all
made to feel sad, first, because one of our
co-laborers at this place has lost in his
death her dearest earthly friend, a friend
to whom she could entrust the most secret
and confidential things in her life, and in
return could receive words of cheer and
comfort such as only a parent knows how
to give. Also sad because the cause in
which we are laboring has lost a trusted
friend which we know he has been to the
mission work here. H e manifested a zealous interest in the work here by his efforts
to push the work along, h o w e v e r we wish
to be silent before the Lord and say "Thy
will be done," believing that before our
brother was taken away God had his eye
on some one to fill his place, and we hope
his plans will not be hindered.
W e are glad to inform the readers that
the donation shipped to this place last December reached the Mission on May 8th.
T o say that we were glad does not express
it. T h e donors may be sure that many
prayers ascended for them, and exclamations as "God bless them" were freely expressed as the boxes were opened and the
slips of paper in the tops of the fruit sacks
and other goods were read. The expressions reading, "God bless you," "remember us when you eat this," and other words
of cheer with names attached were all appreciated. W e were like children gathering round the wagon anxious to see what
Father had brought for us. May God bless
all the dear hearts and hands that prepared
these good things, consisting of dried apples, pears, peaches, plums
elderberries,
blackberries, whortleberries, cherries, corn
and beans, besides canned goods, applebutter,_ soap and dry goods.
All the goods reached us in a fairly good
condition with the exception of a little
fruit, which by being exposed to the
weather, got a little wet. However by sorting it over carefully there is but little that
is not fit for use.
The cost of transportation from Harrisburg, Pa., to Bulawayo was about $91.50.
W e find by making an estimate of the value
of the goods that to buy the same goods
here would amount to about $260.00. W e
give these figures simply to show the
donors, approximately, the value of the
donation.
W e are also greatly indebted to our kind
friend, J. W. Mushet, of Cape Town, who
so freely gave his service in getting the
goods passed the custom office and shipped
to us. No one who has not had the experience can fully know the great amount of
work connected with such an undertaking,
and he did it all without earthly recompense. God bless him richly for his labor
of love.
An import duty of 3 per cent, was
charged, amounting to $14.89.
Again we all thank you all ~~~~—«Qur
kindness, and remain, as ever,
Yours, in Jesus,
H . P . STE'
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Trust.
I cannot see with my small human sight
W h y God should lead this way or that for
me;
I only know he saith, "Child, follow m e ; "
But I can trust.
I know not why my path should be at times
So straitly hedged, so strongly barred before ;
I only know God could keep wide the door;
But I can trust.
I find no answer, often, when beset
With questions fierce and subtle on my
way,
And often have but strength to faintly p r a y ;
But I can trust.
I cannot know why suddenly the storm
Should rage so fiercely round me in its
wrath,
But this I know—God watches all my
path,
And I can trust.
I may not draw aside the mystic veil
That hides the unknown future from my
sight,
Nor know if for me waits the dark or
light;
But I can trust.
I have no power to look across the tide
T o see while here the land beyond the
river
But this I know—I shall be God's forever;
So I can trust.
—Watchman.
Fanaticism.

Webster defines the word as follows : "Excessive enthusiasm; wild
and extravagant notions of religion;
religious frenzy." A high state of
religious enthusiasm is easily perverted by Satan into religious frenzy or
fanaticism. The strongest blow that
Satan can give God and his workers is
to counterfeit Holy Ghost religion.
How may we distinguish this religious
frenzy from, genuine, Holy Ghost religion ?
1. Holy Ghost religion is in accord with reason, or common sense.
Fanaticism is contrary to reason—is
subversive of all reason; for, it is
merely heated imagination, subject to
all kinds of excesses, taking animal
excitement for spiritual power, and
gross ignorance and self-conceit for
spiritual enlightenment.
2. Holy Ghost religion is modest
and humble; not self-inflated or "puffed up." Fanaticism ignores modesty,
is full of pride, thinks its own views
absolutely right and condemns everybody who differs with it.
3. Holy Ghost religion is kind towards all who differ with it. Fanaticism is unkind, intolerant, and severe
with those who differ with it, it doubts
the judgment, the motive, and the
experience of all who do not see and
act as it does.
4. Holy Ghost religion "suffereth
long;" it assaults evil of every kind
and everywhere, and expects in return a real fight with the devil and his
emissaries; it also counts on misrepre-
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sentation and severe persecution, and
is not always prating them in public.
Fanaticism combats everybody and
everything not fully in accord with
itself, and then cries out "Persecution !"
5. Holy Ghost religion is docile,
anxious to learn. Fanaticism is unteachable—knows more than all its antagonists.
6. Holy Ghost religion makes its
subjects happy and attractive. Sinners see them and cry out for a like
experience. Fanaticism is unattractive, rigid and repulsive. Sinners are
afraid of it.
7. Holy Ghost religion produces
oneness of spirit in the children of
God. When one of its subjects says,
"Glory!" there is an "Amen" in the
heart of everyone of God's children
who hears it. "All the promises of
God in Christ Jesus are 'Yea and
Amen.'" You say, "I have Christ in
me, the hope of glory," and all who
know him say, "Amen,' or "So
have I.'
8. Holy Ghost religion has language in common; it has a spontaniety that finds its constant outbursts
in "Hallelujah!" "Glory!" "Praise the
Lord!" "Glory to God!" "Amen!"
etc.,—not a ranting yell, with distorted face and uncomely leaping and
dancing.
9. Holy Ghost religion is not confusion, but is intelligent and convincing. Fanaticism is confusing, and
does not lead any man to give up his
sins and lay hold of Christ. Paul
gives us a clear statement of the two
sides here mentioned in I. Cor. xiv.
23-2510. Holy Ghost religion, when
clearly preached, under the guidance
of the Holy Spirit, makes every
thoughtful person who has it not,
hunger for it. Fanaticism makes
every thoughtful person loathe and despise it. The Roman Inquisition shows
clearly the real animus of fanaticism.
It says, "Believe what I believe, or I
will destroy you."
John Wesley, the human founder
of Methodism, one of the most intellectual men the world has ever known,
with fine educational equipment, filled with the Holy Ghost, and called of
God to revive the dead churches, and
spread scriptural holiness in all lands,
was greatly hindered in his work by
fanaticism. The following are some
of his deliverances on this subject:
"Being determined to hear for myself, I stood where I could hear and
see without being seen. George Bell
prayed, in the whole, pretty nearly an
hour. His fervent spirit I could not
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but admire. I afterward told him
what I did not admire, namely: (1)
His screaming every now and then in
such a strange manner that one could
scarce tell what he said; (2) his thinking he had the miraculous discernment of spirits; and, (3) his sharply
condemning his opposers."
You will find, by reading the life of
Mr. Wesley, that such men as George
Bell and Maxfield, members of his societies, side-tracked into fanaticism,
called Mr. Wesley a backslider, and
did so much harm to the societies that
Mr. Wesley was forced to put them
out of the societies.
History repeats itself. Mr. Wesley
says, in this quotation, he went to see
this for himself, so he might judge of
it honestly; I did the same thing while
in Chicago, with a class of people
"The Jumpers," and so far as I have
seen in their paper, they do not repudiate this title. I had heard a great
deal about them. As an honest man,
I went to see and hear them myself.
I have seen no account in print that
exaggerates their conduct as I saw it
in two services. My deliberate judgment was, while looking at it, and is
now, since I have had time to think
and pray much over it, that it is the
rankest form of fanaticism I have ever
seen. Their music, yelling, ranting,
jumping, dancing, running up and
down the aisles, and so-called preaching with a closing-out scene, were the
most frenzied scenes I have ever looked upon, and produce one of the saddest pictures I have ever seen. I
would not write a word about it, if I
did not feel that God would have me
make these statements to warn Christian men and women, and especially
the wholly sanctified, to steer clear of
such a horrible perversion of the blessed doctrine and experience of holiness.
It is themost perfectcaricatureof holiness I can conceive of. My deliberate
judgment is that it is short-lived; but
the saddest feature of it to me is,such a
work, though it run but a short time,
will destroy the faith of many. Their
sole object seemed to be to doubt the
judgment, the motive, and the experience of every sanctified person who
would not join them in their nonsensical ranting.
"God pity them!"
should be the prayer of every warmhearted, level-headed,
Spirit-filled,
sanctified person.—Rev. J. W. Hughes
in Way of Faith.
Sel. by EI,DER ZOOK.

The world thinks more of condition
than of character.—Horace Bushnell.
You had no time for a word, did
you ? Well you might have smiled.

July i, 1903.I
Your Mission.
If you cannot on the ocean
Sail among the swiftest fleet,
Rocking on the highest billows,
Laughing at the storms you meet,
You can stand among the sailors,
Anchored yet within the bay;
You can lend a hand to help them,
As they launch their boats away.
If you are too weak to journey
Up the mountain, steep and high,
You can stand within the valley
While the multitudes go by.
You can chant in happy measure
As they slowly pass- along;
Though they may forget the singer,
They will not forget the song.
If you- have not gold and silver
Ever ready to command;
If you cannot toward the needy
Reach an ever-open hand,
You can visit the afflicted,
O'er the erring you can weep;
You can be a true disciple
Sitting at the Savior's feet.
If you cannot in the harvest
• Garner up the richest sheave,
Many a grain both ripe and golden
Will the careless reapers leave.
Go and glean among the briers
Growing rank against the wall,
For it may be that their shadows
Hide the heaviest wheat of all.
If you cannot in the conflict
Prove yourself a soldier t r u e ;
If where fire and smoke are thickest
There's no work for-you JXLJIP;
When the battlefield is silent
You can go with careful tread,
You can bear away the wounded,
You can cover up the dead.
Do not, then, stand idly waiting
For some greater work to d o ;
Fortune is a lazy goddess,
She will never come to you,
Go and toil in any vineyard,
Do not fear to do or dare;
If you want a field of labor,
You can find it anywhere.
—Lincoln's favorite; author unknown.
Absinthe Drinking.

You have heard a good deal about
the qualities of absinthe which the
French people drink. The facts are
shocking.
But did you know that the same
deadly drug is now used throughout
our own country?
Worse than that. The vile stuff is
manufactured
here in wholesale
fashion, and actually exported to
France and other countries.
Absinthe is made from the oil of
wormwood. Wormwood is cultivated
successfully in certain sections of
Wisconsin. The process is slow, but
the price is so high that the net profits
are very large. The oil is used hi
many ways, but its chief use is in the
manufacture of liniments and absinthe. An idea of its nature may be
gained from the fact that when applied to the surface of the body !t
makes its way to the very bone.
A person under the influence of the
drug is said to experience the most
pleasant dreams and imaginings. But
like all excesses it kills the gentle emotions, freezes kindness, rouses in man
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the spirit of the beast, and accomplishes more vile deeds than are
dreamed of. A large drink of absinthe will produce insensibility, convulsions, dilated pupils, sluggish pulse,
and other serious effects—the after
effect often including
trembling
hands, arms and legs, intense thirst,
tingling in ears, illusions of sight and
hearing, and other horrifying results.
The use of absinthe in America is
increasing every day. The rank
poison is kept by nearly every saloonist. A few drops in a glass of whisky
will make the average drinker think
that he owns half the earth. "Just a
dash of absinthe" is what many drinkers say to bartender, when they order
a drink. Two or three drinks with
"just a dash of absinthe' will cause
the drinker to get into that condition
where he owns it all, knows everything, and is the biggest fool in seventeen States. When the stuff begins to
die out he is on the verge of collapse,
and despair takes hold upon him. It
is death to the man who indulges, and
speedy death to most.
We suppose a proposition to prohibit the manufacture and sale of this
devilish concoction would be vigorously resisted, and the man who would
propose the prohibition would be
called a fanatic and a fool! It would
be an offensive interference with personal ilberty—liberty to ruin one's
self and to debauch and damn his
neighbor!—Epworth Herald.
Conscience A w a k e n e d b y t h e Bible.

A little girl who lived on the slope
of a great smoky mountain was trudging home with a Bible which her
Sunday-school teacher had given her.
She was afraid to take it home for
fear that her grandfather would not
let her keep it, for he was a rough,
wicked man. ' She kneeled down by
the side of the road and prayed: "Dear
God, please make grandpa to love the
Bible and be a good man, and let me
keep it. And bless the little girl up
North, for Jesus' sake. Amen." The
Bible had been sent to her by a little
girl from the North.
She showed it to her mother, who
said: "My child, I am glad you have
something to make you happy."
When she showed it to her grandfather, he said: "You can keep it,
but you need not read it out loud."
A picture card dropped from the
Bible as the little girl was putting it
away. Her grandfather picked it up
and read, "The Lord is my Shepherd." He had heard that verse years
before the war, and it made a deep
impression upon his mind.

He was called a "moonshiner," because he made and sold liquor contrary to the law. That night he quietly took the Bible and opened it, and
read these words, "Woe unto him that
giveth his neighbor drink." He hastily closed the book and went to his
troubled sleep. He kept continually
thinking, "Woe unto him that giveth
his neighbor drink."
It had such an effect upon his mind
that the old man went and searched
more in the Scriptures. One Sunday,
a few weeks later, the same old man
was kneeling in prayer, penitent and
happy. The word of God had such a
power over his mind that it brought
him to repentance and to Christ.—
Sunday-School Illustration.
C h e w i n g Food.

Did you ever see a chicken or duck
swallow a grain of corn without
chewing it? Did you ever try to do
the same thing? If you have, I am
sure you did not feel any better for
doing it. Chickens, ducks, etc., have
a pouch in them called a crop, in
which 4he corn, grain, etc., they swallow is ground fine; but human beings
have no crop. God intended that they
should grind or chew their food with
their teeth. If we swallow food before it is well chewed we do our stomachs much harm.
Chewing food mixes it with saliva
and puts it in a fit state for the stomach to use it in making blood for our
bodies. This saliva comes from little cells inside our mouths, and the
more we chew the more saliva flows.
Saliva flavors food and makes it taste
better than it would without it. Some
kinds of food are very soft and can
not be chewed much; with such it is
well to eat something dry and hard,
because saliva flows more freely when
hard and dry food, like crusts of
bread, are chewed.
A little bread and meat well chewed, or masticated, as it is called, will
give us nWe strength than a big meal
swallowed down hastily; for not what
we eat, but what we digest makes us
strong.
Did you ever notice a horse eating
his oats or hay? He does not take a
mouthful and then wash it down with
a drink, but slowly chews, chews,
until it is all ground fine and mixed
with saliva, when it will easily go
down his throat. We may learn a
good lesson from this. It is best to
drink but very little water at meal
times; never wash your food down.
If you eat slowly you will not be so
apt to eat too much; and you will feel
much easier and better between that
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a n d the next meal.

Try

i t - -Robert

R o t h m a n in S h i n i n g L i g h t .
I once h e a r d a minister say
that
m a n y of t h e l o s t , s h e e p of o u r o w n
h o u s e h o l d s w e r e t o b e f o u n d in t h e
s l u m s of t h e city, o r , in o t h e r w o r d s ,
t h a t m a n y of t h o s e w h o w e r e in t h e
s l u m s of t h e city t o - d a y o n c e b e l o n g e d
to a Christian church or a
Sundays c h o o l , o r else w e r e m e m b e r s of
a
Christian household, a n d I h e a r d this
statement vigorously denied.
I
det e r m i n e d myself to investigate, a n d I
w e n t t h r o u g h t h e s l u m s of P h i l a d e l phia. T h e vilest w o m a n I h a v e ever
seen told m e w i t h an oath t h a t she w a s
o n c e a m e m b e r of m y o w n S u n d a y school years a g o w h e n she w a s but
a c h i l d . O n e of t h e m o s t d e g r a d e d
m e n I have ever looked upon told m e
t h a t h e l i v e d w i t h i n a b l o c k of t h e
c h u r c h of w h i c h I w a s t h e n p a s t o r ,
a n d t h a t h e h a d b e e n a n i n m a t e of a
Christian household.
I s a y it
with
considerable" s h a m e t h a t I d i d n o t see
a l o s t m a n o r a fallen w o m a n
that
n i g h t of w h o m I d i d n o t find, t h a t a t
some time or another they h a d been
in t o u c h w i t h t h e c h u r c h , t h e S u n d a y school, the y o u n g people's society or
a Christian home, and yet they had
been allowed to drift away until n o w
their cases seemed to be hopeless a n d
t h e y w e r e of all p e r s o n s m o s t m i s e r able. I f t h e C h r i s t i a n C h u r c h s i m p l y
h a d h e r o w n to-day, almost every ind i v i d u a l c h u r c h in t h e l a n d w o u l d h a v e
t o t e a r d o w n i t s b u i l d i n g a n d b u i l d -a
larger one.—Selected.
W e m u s t not trust every saying or
suggestion, but warily a n d patiently
p o n d e r t h i n g s a c c o r d i n g t o t h e will
of G o d . Y e t , a l a s , s u c h is o u r w e a k ness, that w e often rather believe a n d
s p e a k evil of o t h e r s t h a n g o o d .
But
p e r f e c t m e n d o n o t easily c r e d i t e v e r y
o n e w h o s p e a k s t o t h e m , for t h e y k n o w
t h a t h u m a n frailty is p r o n e t o evil,
a n d v e r y s u b j e c t t o e r r o r in w o r d s . A
g o o d life m a k e t h a m a n w i s e a c c o r d i n g to God, a n d giveth him experience
in m a n y t h i n g s . — S e l .
Into a turbulent world Christ came
t o b r i n g t h e s p i r i t of g e n t l e n e s s

and

peace.
A Letter.
Dear Readers:
I greet you in Jesus' name. It is a long
time since I wrote for the paper last, but
as one of the papers came into the home
this morning, and as I was reading of the
dear ones whom I know in Spirit as well
as in the flesh, it came upon me that I
should write a few' lines, as some dear
ones may not remember our address, and
I know I have some dear friends who
wonder how we are getting along in the
work of the Lord. I would be glad to
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hear from any one and learn of the Lord's
dealings with them.
Well, I do praise the dear Lord this day
as i,e'-er before for what he has done for
me in calling me and saving and sanctifying me and placing me in his work. The
consecration is just as complete to-day as
the moment I made it. Bless the Lord. I
do praise the Lord for a work in my heart
that says, yes, to all the will of God, then
it matters not what or where, just so we
know we are in divine order. W h e n I can
feel the approval of my God upon me it
matters not how dark or how discouraging
things may seem around us, we keep the
victory in our souls.
I am glad to say the dear Lord is blessing the work here in our new town. W e
have blessed meetings, and a good Sabbathschool and sometimes, when we feel led, we
go on the street and there we can preach
to people who never come t o the Mission.
There is so much to do on every line that
I am looking to God to send some sanctified souls in to help in visiting and helping
the poor. T h e r e is always something to do
and when I have the care of the home upon
me I don't have much time for such work.
I am glad the dear Lord has given us
some precious souls since we are here in
this part, and while this is a new field, yet
there are many who once knew the Lord
but through hardships and
discouragements they have grown cold and indifferent,
yet there is something in their hearts that
would love to get back to God; so I am
still believing God for some of them.
As the new town is increasing in numbers it also increases in wickedness, but I
•tai glad for the few who will stand true
to God at any cost. Well, I am glad I am
in harmony with God and all his true children on earth, and can pray for the work
everywhere with my whole heart in it.
Bless the Lord.
I remain your sister in him,
A N N A C.

Thomas,

EISENHOWER.

Oklahoma.

[July i, 1903.
S T O N E R — M I L L E R . — On Tuesday
June 23, 1903, Brother D. B. Stoner, of
Martinsburg, Pa., and Sister Rebecca M.
Miller, of Fishertown, Pa., were united in
holy wedlock by Elder I. H . Stern at his
home.

OBITUARIES.
KINSEL.—Susannah Long Kinsel was
born December 15, 1820; was married to
John Kinsel March 7, 1852. This union
was blessed with four children, of whom
one son preceded her to the spirit world.
She died may 30, 1903, aged 82 years, 5
months and IS days. Besides her children
there survive 11 grandchildren and 1 greatgrandchild. She was a consistent member
of the Brethren in Christ church.
She
lived with her daughter, Elizabeth Bender,
in Annville, Lebanon county, Pa. H e r remains were brought to Brookville, Ohio, on
June 2, by her sister. T h e funeral was
held in the German Baptist M. H . near
Brookville, O. Interment in the adjoining
cemetery. Rev. A. M. Engle and Rev.
Garver conducted the service. Text—
Isaiah iii. 10, I I .
GEIGER.—Brother Daniel Geiger, 'of
New Hamburg, Ont., was born September
5, 1830, and died June 4, 1903, aged 72
years and 9 months, less 1 day. His sickness was pneumonia and was sick only 10
days. H e bore his suffering patiently, desiring to depart, and a number of times
expressed himself in the words of the
Apostle Paul II. Tim. iv. 6: " F o r I am nowready to be offered up, and the time of my
departure is at hand." H e leaves a sorrowing wife, 4 sons and 5 daughters, and 4
grandchildren to mourn their loss. Two
daughters and 4 grandchildren preceded
him to the eternal world. Funeral service
was conducted by Brother Wendel Hallman and Elder John Wildfong. Interment
at the Geiger cemetery near New Hamburg,
Ont. Text—II. Tim. iv. 6, 7, 8.

L e s s o n s from J o s h u a .

X.
"That thou mayest observe to do according to all the law." (Josh. i. 7.)
Government means authority. If there
is to be order there must be an authority
that rules. There must also be obedience.
I go into a home, the father and mother
rule jointly in the house. T h e children
are happy. They obey the least expressed
will of the parents. Order is everywhere;
the home is cheery, tidy, and parents and
children love each other. T h e attachment
ripens and continues through manhood and
womanhood. Duties may separate but the
attachments of the love and the filial love
abides until death separates. Until, did I
say? After, expresses it better.
I enter another home. Father and mother
do not rule. Children do as they please.
Disorder is everywhere. Threats, scolding,
impertinence, anarchy on a small scale, unhappy parents, unhappy children. Children
grow up to run away from home, heartaches, sorrow, shame. Such is in outline
the history of many a place called home.
There may be elegance, wealth, luxury, but
without paternal and maternal obedience
there can be no really happy homes.
Oh parents, if you love your children, if
you would spare yourselves and the sorrow upon sorrow, insist upon obedience.
Success to Joshua upon obeying the law.
Success to the official that enforces the
law. Good government demands and sees
to it that the laws are kept and violators
punished.
Think it not unreasonable then that God
should require of you obedience; that it
is written, " T h e wages of sin is death."
"Whatsoever a man soweth that shall he
also reap."
"Observe to do all," and success in life
with a triumphant entry into the inheritance into heaven will follow.
Not
that heaven is earned, but is a gift contingent as was Joshua's success upon obedience "from sin."
T o take God means to take his will, his
word, his law. T h e law of Christ is love.
A. Z. M.

ROTH.—Died, on February 25, 1902, at
Eden, Alabama, John P. Roth,' aged 71
years. The deceased was born at Greenstadt, Rhynish, Bavaria, Germany, November 20, 1836, and grew up there and came
to this country at the age of 21. H e joined the German Reformed church when
quite young, living faithful till about 12
years since, when he joined the Brethren
church and was a strong believer and
worker up to the time of his death. H e
was an efficient worker, both in and out
of season. W e never saw him flag when
duty called to action. H e came to Eden
about 12 years ago and grew to such popularity here by his zeal and perseverance
in the good cause that the people held on
to him as a father of Israel. A wife and
four children, two sons and two daughters,
survive him. All are married except the
youngest daughter, who is a widow. His
funeral took place here at 4 p. m. Wednesday, the 26th, conducted by Rev. Stowvall.
The large church was filled to its utmost
capacity. Interment in the cemetery near
the church.
WISMER.—Sister Mary Wismer, relict
of the late Brother Christian Wismer, who
died May 21, 1902, was born April 10, 1814,
and died at Silverdale, Bucks county, Pa.,
June 6, 1903, aged 89 years, I month and
13 days. She seemed to be very bright in
the forenoon and as the love feast was
being held she had intended to be at the
meeting-house for dinner. As she was
about ready to walk over, she felt a weak
spell and very soon after retiring to bed
she passed away of heart failure. She was
a faithful member of the Brethren in
Christ church for upwards of 60 years, and
was always regarded as a mother in Israel.
She leaves six children, Susan, wife of
David Ruth, Sister Sarah, Elizabeth, wife
of Henry Alleback, Jacob, Brother Joel and
David, and 18 grandchildren and 16 greatgrandchildren. Funeral services, which
were largely attended, were held in the
Brethren's M. H . on the loth, conducted
by the Brethren Elder Joseph B. Detwiler
and S. H . Rosenberger. Text—Proverbs x.
7, 8. Interment in adjoining cemetery.
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